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ExalD Invalidated After Students COlDplain
By LISA FELDMAN
Staff Reporter
It has been almost a year, but the
controversy surrounding Professor
Fern Kaplan's 1985 Real Property
final examination still lingers.
In April of last year, the Faculty
Executive Committee found that

two-thirds of the examination was
invalid, one month after students in
the class accused Kaplan of failing to
grade the essay and short answer sections. The Academic Dean's office,
basing its decision on the recom-

mendation of the Committee, subsequentiy gave students the optIOn
of either keeping their grade or
receiving a Pass.
Although the Committee never
found that Kaplan had failed to
grade the examination, the Academic
Dean's action marked the first time
that the Hastings administration had
ever changed a grade based on a
professor's poor testing performance.
The examination, given to Section Six students in December 1985.
consisted of three sections: multiple
choice. short answer. and one essay
with a full-page fact pattern. Although each section was to be weighted equally, the students contended
that Kaplan based their grades solely
on their multiple choice scores without ever reading the essay or short
answer responses.
As support for their claim, the
students presented evidence to Dean
Gail Bird demonstrating a virtually
perfect correlation bet"een the mulIIple choice scores and the final
grades. Although Kaplan insisted
that she graded all three sections of
the exam, she acknowledged the

News Editor
Cheating IS an unfortunate but
occasional problem that even the
highest of educational institutions
must address. Striving to achieve in
a tension-filled enVironment, competing with a very select group of
students, attempting to meet hieh
personal goals and standards-it IS
not surprising to know that some
students find it necessary to resort to
questionable actions to enhance their
grade point averages.
During December exams, a cheating incident took place here. According to informed sources. a first-year
student arranged to have a Boalt
Hall student take his Contracts
exam. The ploy was discovered "hen
section members noticed an apparent stranger who had signed in and
out of the exam for another.

invalid . Since these questions consututed two-thirds of the exam, the
Committee reasoned, the Pass optlOn would be the most fair solution.
Regardless of whether the exams
were properly graded, the Committee's findings still raise serious questions regarding Professor Kaplan's
ability to test. and perhaps teach
effecuvely. Thus. there is some dis-

may among students and , alleged I)
some faculty members, that no dl>clplinary actIOn appears to ha\e
been taken . ｾｉ＠ was ,hocked ｾｨ･ｮ＠
I
came back [from the summer break]
and she [Kaplan] "as still teaching,"
said one former Section Six student
When asked "hat. if ｡ｮｾＮ＠
di,clplinary action "as taken against Kaplan.
Continued on page II

Foundation to Refurbish Gym
By DA VID WINTON

Copy Editor
When the Board of Trustees of the
1066 Foundation, a Hastings fundraising organization. met on February 28th. a pledge for the refurbishment of the gymnasium In McAllister Tower headed the list of ne"
project proposals. The plan "as approved . and the Foundation has
pledged $25.000 for the refurbishment . contingent only on the remaining $27.000 of the $52.000 project
being raised from a combination of
other sources.
According to Director Joyce
Rosenberg. the Foundation was
looking for a project which "as
moderate in cost, quickly achelvable
and which would meet ",th enthUSIastic backing from the Hastings
community Bids "ere soliCited from
According to AcademiC Dean Gall various contractors. and the 10"
Bird. the inCident wa reported to proposal was presented to the board
her office short I} thereafter. Assist- at the February meeting.
The timetable for the project has
ant Dean Daniel Lathropc undertook an individual Inve ugation into yet to be finaliled, but the ,elected
to go nol'o ."
the reported cheating. Although contractors are ｾｲ･｡､ｹ＠
Dean Bird declined to disclose the and the Foundation hopes to comresults of thiS investigatIOn. she did plete the project b) the start of
indicate that Dean Lathrope came classes In August.
The management of the ｮ･ｾ＠
gym
to some conclUSIOns and administrative action was taken According to Will be left to the College. imtlall},
of a basthe Records Office, the student In the facilit) will COnsl t ｯｮｬｾ＠
questIOn IS ｾｮｯ＠
longer enrolled" at ketball court and equipment for
other inSide activltie such as \ olleyHastings.
Although cheaung is a perennial ball. But a the bare-bone faclht)
Includes orne "de rooms
problem at any law school. Hasungs ｰｲ･Ｌｮｴｬｾ＠
seems to have a relatively small of ,anous sizes. the Foundauon and
number of incidents and effecuvel) students hope thai ",eight rooms,
｡･ｲｯ｢ｩｾ＠
and other recreational facilpenalizes those it doc' discover.
The Hastings Academic Regula- itie. can be added in the future .
Other allocation made b) the
tIOns descnbe a number of tep the
school can take "hen it discovers a Foundation at the meeting Included
cheating Incident. Depending on the $10,000 granted to the moot coun
Continued on page II program. The State of California

Student Charged with
Cheating Withdraws
By McGREGOR SCOTT

correlation, explaining, it was ｾｩｭＭ
possible for me to distinguish among
the answers and thus the mUltiple
choice scores were decIsive."
In its recommendation, the Commlttee Implicitly accepted Kaplan's
explanation, concluding that if the
answers to the essay and short answer questions were indeed identical. then the original questions were

presently provides educational funding for most of the program. but
tra\el e.\ pense, for regional and
national competitions must come
from the school or the students. The
Foundation seeks to defra) these
costs through Its gift .
I n addition. S20.000 in scholar,hips "as allocated for tudents In\ohed with the ｳ｣ｨｯｬ｡ｲｾ＠
publlcatlom : a reception ｾＱｬ＠
be held Apnl
8th to honor thIS years's "Inner<..
i ast year. 43 students ",ere a"arded
scholarships from this grant
The winners of the Charles A
Rummel pri7es were chosen. and
these individuals Will also be hon-

second-)ear st ude nt ｾ＠ hose acadc mle
･ｾ｣ｬｮ＠
and service to Ha tings
caught the committee' , ･ｾ＠
O",ayne Pinbton, '" ho ha sencd
the College in variou capaCIties for
over 18 yea"" ",ll be awarded thiS
year's Distinguished Service Award .
Pinkston IS a Building Maintenance
Lead Worker. and according to
Rosenberg. without him "none of us
could get an)thing done,"
The 1066 Foundation ｾ｡ｳ＠
cstablished In 1971 as a means for generating dISburSing pn\ate gift g" en In
support of the College Although II
is composed mostly of alumm and
faculty, staff and other fnends of the
College have joined its membership.
and the list gro"s longer e\el)

•

Gymnasium in the McAllister
Tower ",ill soon be refurbished.
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Student Blood Donors Shown Gay Porn Film
Students participating in the recent blood drive held in the Louis B.
Mayer student lounge received more
than the customary glass of orange
juice in return for their donation of
blood. At either end of the lounge,
television monitors were set up for
the screening of informational films

rn"'

One of the films contained explicit
scenes of all-male sex acts and was
removed from the monitor when
student complaints were voiced to
blood drive coordinator Sherry
Glassman.
According to Glassman, the film
(ent;tled "Lifeguard") was received

dation in response to her request for
"safe sex" films to be used in connection with the blood drive. Glassman
claims that the AIDS Foundation
was aware that the film would be
screened in public before a general
audience, but employees of the Foundation deny that they knew anything

s'iIef':m:t:h:e:s:a:n:F:ra:n:C:iS:C:O:A:I:D:S:F:o:u:n:-::a:b:o:u:t:t:h:e:i:n:te:n:d:e:d:a:ud:ie:n:c:e:o:f:t:h:e

ABA President-elect Robert
Raven to Speak at Commencement
Robert D. Raven has agreed to be
Hastings' 1987 commencement
speaker.
Last month at its convention in
New Orleans, the American Bar
Association elected Robert Raven as
its new president. He will be installed
as president-elect this coming
August and will take over as president in 1988. Mr. Raven is the first
San Franciscan to head the American Bar Association.
Raven, a 1953 graduate of Boalt
Hall, joined the firm of Morrison &
Foerster in 1952 as its 17th lawyer,
and has been a partner there since
1956; he chaired the firm from 1974
to 1982. Raven now heads one of the
firm's litigation groups focusing on
anti-trust litigation, securities and
international law.
Mr. Raven, a moving force in the
state and now national legal community, has a strong voice and is an
advocate of legal education. He believes that ABA involvement with
law students should be encouraged,
and that ABA members should be
more involved with law students and
legal education.
•
Nicaragua's Legal Counsel to
Speak at Hastings
Judy Appelbaum, of Reichler and
Appelbaum (Wash., D,C.) will speak
at Hastings on April 1 from 5:30 to
7:30pm. Appelbaum's firm represented Nicaragua before the World
Court in United States v. Nicaragua.
The firm continues to represent
Nicaragua in other international
matters. A reception will follow
Appelbaum's presentation, which is
sponsored by the National Lawyers'
Guild, Hastings Democrats, The
Dickenson International Law Society and others. Further details of the
event will appear in upcoming issues
of the Hastings Weekly.
April Series On Law and Central
America
Professor Ron Shatz of USF and
Linda Fullerton, the attorney who
interviewed Eugene Hasenfus in a
Nicaraguan jail, will discuss "Criminal Procedure in Nicaragua." The
date and time of this event will be
announced, and other events of a
similar nature are planned for the
•
month of April.
Democrat Congressional Candidates to Speak at Hastings
The Hastings Student Democrats
will present a Candidate Forum featuring the five Democrat candidates
running for the recently vacated
Fifth District Congressional seat on
Thursday, March 26 at 3:30 pm,
room to be announced. A reception,

hosted by the Hastings Student Democrats, will immediately follow the
Forum.
The Special Election, scheduled
for April 7, was ordered after the
death of Congresswoman Sala Burton. The winner of the election will
represent most of the City of San
Francisco, including the area surrounding Hastings. in the U.S.
House of Representatives. The five
Democratic candidates scheduled to
participate in the Forum are San
Francisco Supervisors Harry Britt,
Bill Maher, Carol Ruth Silver and
Doris Ward. Democrat Party activist Nancy Pelosi is also a candidate
for the seat and will be present at the
Forum as well.
•
A Message From Hastings Public
Interest Law Foundation
As part of the graduating class of
1987, you are now in the unique
position to significantly help the
underrepresented. The Hastings Public Interest Law Foundation
(HPILF) asks you to pledge a small
portion of your future income.
H PILF in turn uses these pledges to
fund summer public interest grant
projects created and run by Hastings
students. Thus far, due to limited
funding, we can only support a few
of the many critically needed projects that we consider each year. Our
organization is wholly supported by
students and alumni, so we are completely dependent opon you. Taxdeductible membership in HPILF
allows you to vote for those projects
you feel are most worthy. You will
also receive our quarterly newsletter.
Your pledges will not be activated
until early 1988, so you will have
plenty of time to get back on your
financial feet before we contact you.
Pledge forms will be distributed in
your SIC folders soon. For more
information and encouragement,
please talk to our H PI LF recruiter,
whose names will be posted on the
SIC bulletin board.
•
Bank of America Raises Loan
Limit
Bank of America recently
announced that students needing
financial assistance to further their
education may borrow more money
through student loans than they
could have in previous years. The
raising of student loan limits is a
result of the Higher Education
Amendment signed into law last
October by President Reagan.
Students accepted for enrollment
in a graduate or professional program after January I, 1987 may now
borrow up to $7,500 each year for up
to five years and an aggregate of
$37,500. Interest rates on student
loans are currently 8% at Bank of
America. With these increased lim-

its, a new requirement of reporting
GSLs to credit bureaus has been
instituted. Prior to this legislation,
banks were allowed to report only
those loans which were in default.
Now students will be able to establish a credit history through repayment of their student loans.
Students interested in obtaining a
federally subsidi7ed GSL must complete a Student Aid Application for
California form (SAAC) which can
be obtained from the financial aid
office. All applicants must demonstrate some degree of financial need
to qualify for a GSL. Interested students should inquire as to their
eligibility.
•
Third year class party
The Council hopes to make this
party the best event of the year at
Hastings, and possibly of the free
world. The party will be held at Club
DV8, located at 55 Natoma in the
SOMA, on April 2 at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are available at the bookstore and from Council members.
Let's all get together to send the
Third Year Class off with a bangand don't forget the free BMWs! •

film.
An AI DS FoundatIOn representatIve insisted that the film was intended only for a homosexual audience,
but acknowledged that no warning
to that effect accompanied the film.
The Foundation representative stated
that the explicit nature of the film
was "obvious" from the packaging in
which it was contained. Glassman
admitted that the scene depicted on
the film's packaging raised questions
in her mind, but said that she was
simply too busy organizing the drive
to preview the film.
The blood drive, which was organized in conjunction with AIDS
Awareness Week, was sponsored by
Health Services, ASH, the Health
Law Society, Gay Law Students

Association, Lesbians In Law and
the Jewish Law Students ASSOCIation. Despite the plethora of "official" sponsors, ｇｬ｡ｾｳｭｮ＠
described
the actual cooperation from the
organizations as "virtually nonexistent."
Despite the lack of support from
the sponsoring organizations and
the controversy surrounding the
screening of "Lifeguard," Glassman
believes that the blood drive and
AIDS Awareness Day was a success.
115 pints of blood was donated and
over $40.00 was collected for the
benefit of the AIDS Foundation. In
addition, informational pamphlets
on AIDS and safe sex were distributed to the participants in the drive.

ASH N otes=======
Meeting of 9 February

AS H President Steve Elie announced the resignations of Council
Members James Wong and Pam
Tennison. Elie also nominated Teresa
Morimoto to be Director of Arts
and Recreation in the wake of Hope
Kalmus' resignation from that position. The nomination of Morimoto
was approved unanimously by the
Council.
In budgetary matters, the Council
granted a $500.00 loan to the organizers of the upcoming golf tournament and also loaned $100.00 to the
promoters of a "personals" newsletter.
ASH President Elie nominated
Second Year Representative Irene
Bueno and himself to serve on the
Editorial Selection Committee of

the Law News. The committee is
charged with the task of selecting the
Editorial Board of next year's Law
News. Bueno's nomination was approved unanimously, but Elie's nomination of himself was defeated by
the Council. First Year Representative Matt Davis was then nominated
from the floor and approved.
Meeting of 25 February
ASH President Steve Elie nominated, and the Council approved,
Donna Elezar as Second Year Representative to fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Pamela Tennison, The Council then approved
5313,90 for co-ed volleyball, 5600,00
for the third year class party and
5100.00for the golftournarnent sched•
uled for April 10,

From The Dean
... b)' Dean Berr Prunt)'

As many of you know, our Faculty
has long planned a Graduate Program in Taxation. Implementation
of this Program was delayed pending adjustment of our faculty/student ratio. That should be accomplished this year and we expect ABA
approval of the Tax Program in time
for classes to begin in the Fall of
1989. It is quite possible that other
Graduate Degree Programs will follow as the profession moves more
deeply into the age of specialization.
We are also eager to expand college service to the profession and the
community by utilizing our facilities
and our skills in a series of summer
programs not involving formal academic degrees. As you know, we
have long had a very successful
effort of this kind in the advocacy
field. Two additional programs are
now under discussion.
The first of these would be undertaken In cooperation with The
Urban Land Institute in Washington, D.C.,and the Lincoln Land Policy Institute in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It would focus on the broad
spectrum of problems surrounding
land use and development. The plan
is to bring together experts from all
levels of Government concerned with

land use regulation and planning,
environmental groups, professionals
and land development, real estate
financial experts and lawyers with
an interest and experience in the
area. We think a major national law
school could add a very significant
dimension to the educational efforts
already undertaken around the
world by the ULI. Several Alumni
a<lld friends of the College are assisting in this effort.
The second proposed program is
one undertaken in cooperation with
the University of California at San
Francisco and would focus on Bioethics and Jurisprudence. This effort
would focus upon study areas beyond our current curriculum of medical malpractice and the legal aspects
of health care administration. It
would concentrate on the emerging
legal and moral issues surrounding
human reproduction, death and
dying, and experimentation with
human subjects. The area of human
reproduction includes such matters
as definitions of life, conflicting
rights and interest in the decision to
reproduce and not to reproduce,
genetic screening, surrogacy, etc.
Death and dying involves attention
to definitions of death, termination
of treatment, active and passive euthanasia and issues of ordinary and

extraordinary treatment. Finally, experimentation with human subjects
includes examination of current restrictions on research, the function
and limitation of informed consent,
public regulation, health care financing, health delivery organizations
and institutional ethics committees.
Planning for this rather ambitious
program is being done jointly by
Hastings and UCSF under the leadership of Dr. Albert Jonsen. The
Hastings personnel directly involved
include Professors Vivian Wilson
and Leo O'Brien.
It is important to remember that
in all planning of this nature, economic self-sufficiency is a gIven. This
is true of the Tax Program as well as
the latter proposals. All members
the student body and faculty are
inVIted to pass along any ideas in
these and other areas that might
serve to enhance the College and its
public service.
•
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BARPASSERS AND YOU
A Winning Comhination!
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Jordan's Jazz Virtuosity Brings New Album Alive
By DINO VELEZ
Staff Writer
Several years ago, Stanley Jordan
was the first artist to sign with the
revitalized Blue Note label. His Blue
Note debut, Magic Touch, created
an immediate stir among fans and
critics. The fans voted him the top
guitarist in downbeat's 1986 readers'
poll, while some critics have called
him the most significant guitarist
since Wes Montgomery or Jimi
Hendrix.
Jordan doesn't strum or pick the
strings as other guitarists do; he taps
the strings with both hands. His
unique method allows each hand to
play something entirely different and
enables him to sound like a one-man
duet.
The 25-year-old guitarist's latest
release, Standards Volume I, contains an interesting mix of traditional and modern tunes which allow
Jordan to display his virtuosity and
sensitivity.
The opening side showcases Jordan's talents on "Sunny" and "Georgia on My Mind." On "Sunny," he
sounds like Jose Feliciano and Wes
Montgomery playing together. Jordan's dou ble-duty hand action produces incredibly fast, yet precise
tones. He changes over to a blues
duet on "Georgia on My Mind,"
allowing one hand to play bass
chords while the other hand makes
the strings cry and sing.
The album also features unexpectedly refined versions of "The
Sounds of Silence," "Moon River,"
and "One Less Bell to Answer." Jordan plays these quieter songs in a
relaxing, introspective manner that
belies his youth.
On the closing side, Jordan plays
fantastic renditions of "Guitar Man"
and "My Favorite Things" that are
reminiscent of the album "Friday
Night in San Francisco" by Paco
Delucia, Al DiMeola, and John
Mclaughlin because of the sheer
number of sounds coming from Jordan's guitar.
[n addition to Jordan's playing, [

found the album interesting because
he chose some songs I'd never considered standards. I found his choices
of the Beatles' "Because" and Stevie
Wonder's "Send One Your Love"
particularly insightful because both
are fantastic songs, but neither tune
comes directly to mind when one
thinks of a "standard."
Overall, I found that Jordan's
playing not only fit the material, but
actually extended the songs beyond
any prior interpretations. I often
found myself wondering how Jordan could create so many sounds
from one guitar in a live session
without overdubs or multi-track
recording. Although Jordan might
want to restrain his talent at times,
he's definitely the most inventive
guitarist to emerge in recent years.
Buy this album and listen to the
future in the present.
Rating: *** ..
In 1983, los Lobos burst onto the
college music scene with a sevensong teaser entitled
. and a time
to dance. The infectious debut of the
band from East L.A. romped through
rockabilly, Tex-Mex , and traditional
Mexican sounds using accord ian,
harmonica, and saxes. The unique
mix of American rock and Mexican
sounds made Los Lobos instant
favorites and eventually gave them
enough recognition to reach a wider
audience.
los lobos followed shortly with
the hit album How Will the Wolf
Survive' On their first full LP, the
band continued the fun with rockin'
songs such as "Don't Worry Baby"
and Ｂｾｇｯｴ＠
Loaded," along with traditional Mexican tunes like "Corrida # 1" and "Serenata Nortena."
THe most recent los Lobos album, By the Light of the Moon. contains some of the elements of the
band's previous two efforts, and also
shows the band's more mature and
thoughtful side.
On the hit single, "Shakin' Shakin'
Shakes," Los Lobos exhibit the rumbling rockabilly element that has

Paris Clerks hips Offered
The University of San Diego
Law School will add a clinical
placement in international business la w to its Paris summer
program this year. This program
gives second-year students the
international financial law, and
international business law in
general. Most of the placements
will last for six weeks and carry
academic credit.
The student's work will depend
on the kind of legal problems
available in the office assigned.
Student; can expect to do research
and draft contracts, opinion
letters, and memos. They may
participate in client interviews,
negotiating sessions, and firm
strategy planning meetings.

opportunity to work in Paris law
firm s and corporate counsel's
offices specializing in EEC law,
Current first year s tudents who
wish to participate s ummer 1988
should contact USD this year for
counseling.
The Paris program is one of 6
summer programs offered by
USD. The others are Dublin on
international human rights, London on international business,
Mexico on law of the Americas,
Oxford on non-busines s AngloAmerican comparative law , and
Russia-Poland on east-west trade
and socialist law. For further
information , write Mrs. Sue
Coursey, USD Law School, Alcala
Park, San Diego, C A 92110.

made them popular among a wide
audience. The song's ability to make
you tap your foot soon gets you
rocking all over and has been a
major reason for the album's early
success.
Los Lobos' mix of Tex-Mex and
R&B shows itself on "Is This All
There Is" and "All I wanted to Do
Was Dance." "Is This" allows the
baritone sax of Steve Berlin to hit at
gut level and the guitars to soar over
one's head. On "All I Wanted," Los
Lobos mix the Mexican sounds of

accord ian and harmonica into soulful vocals that brighten the spirits.
The traditional Mexican element
of Los Lobos evidences itself on
"Prenda del Alma," a song that
makes one think of merry-go-rounds
and summer nights, because the accordian's warm sound takes one
effortlessly bobbing along.
In addition to the familiar ground
covered on the album, Los Lobos
displays their talents in a straight
American style. "Set Me Free (Rosa
Lee)" bears a striking resemblance to

Van Morrison's "Domino," and "My
Baby's Gone" has the raw feeling of
rock 'n roll coming straight from the
blues.
In the vein of American folk, Los
Lobos recognizes the hopes and
dreams of those who come to America looking for a better life. "The
Mess We're In," "The Hardest Time,"
and "Tears of God" express the frustration of unfulfilled promises and
the determination which comes from
faith.
Continued on page 11

HICLR China Symposium Is Successful
By NANCY GEORGIOU
Staff Writer
The Sixth Annual Symposium of
the Hasti ngs International and Comparative law Review (H[CLR)
opened to the soft, soothing sound
of classical violin as over 160 guests
from all over the world gathered at
Hastings Feb ruary 21.
Professor James Feinerman of
Georgetown Law School, one of the
few well-known scholars of Chinese
Law, had travelled from Washington, D.C. Arthur Ho, an authority
on Chinese business practice and
taxation, had flown in from Hong
Kong. Anna Han, a graduate of
Hastings and now a most respected
China practitioner, had journeyed
from Shanghai. Other speakers included Raymond Gill, the Associate
General-Counsel for Occidental Petroleum and right-hand man to
Armand Hammer. and Steven Hazen, of Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker. Also attending were several
diplomatic officers of the Chinese
Consulate-General here in San Francisco.
"Only a few months ago China
conferences were being cancelled ,
and many flopped," noted Manny
Miranda, HICLR's Chief Research
Editor, who organized the event,
"but I knew that it would be a success. I decided early on that trade
with China was only one interest
which needed to be satisfied. Many
people are fascinated with the development of a legal tradition which is
two-thousand years old, while many
others, like myself, are genuinely
interested in seeing the Chinese do
well, succeed at Ii beralization, and
become a model for other third
world and socialist nations."
This multi-level approach to the
current interest in China was what
perhaps impressed registrants the
most.
"I wouldn't have come if this were
just another 'Doing Business in
China' affair," said Professor Homer
Angelo of U.c. Davis, "but HICLR
did an excellent jo b .balancing the
scholarly with the practical."
It was, however, the organization
and preparation by HICLR Editors
and Participants which added the
final touch . Beginning with the classical music at registration and dur-

Back row,left to right: Symposium Chairman Manny Miranda, speakers, Steven
Hazen, Raymond Gill, Jack Perry, Professor James Feinerman, David Hayden,
Howard Chao, Arthur Ho, and Greg Wajnowski. Front: Alison Patrucco, Editorin-Chief Dena Bloom, advisor Professor James Frolik, and Hastings alumna Anna
Han.

ing breaks, followed by the luncheon
in the Alumni Reception Center for
a sold-out crowd of 144, complele
with exotic floral arrangements by
Anne Murphy, registrants commented on the attention to detail, and the
smooth pace of the event.
"1 have been to many of these
China conferences," noted Jack
Perry, 72, who is Chairman of the
London Export Corporation, "but
this was by far the best." Perry,
former advisor on China to Queen
Elizabeth II, had flown from London to be the banquet speaker, but
Iiis presence was felt and welcomed
throughout the day.
As the first Western businessman
to enter China after the 1947 revolution, Mr. Perry spoke of conversations with Chairman Mao and intimate discussions with Chou En-Iai.
His often sentimental comments on
China reflected a lifetime's experience which thrilled those who listened,
Although there were many law
professors and deans from all the
major California law schools in attendance, only three Hastings faculty
members attended the event.
In the e; es of many, however, the
China Symposium put Hastings on
t!le map with regard to international
practice. As the luncheon speaker,
Raymond Gill, noted in his remarks,
Hastings has now joined the ranks of
Harvard and Columbia in the area
of China law practice.
•
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Allen Broadcasts Brilliance,
Imagination in "Radio Days"
I

By CHRIS PALERMO
Mana ging Editor
Once upon a time in America, television did not exist. For entertainment, families across the nation
gathered around a large crackling
box on snowy winter evenings and
listened to the magic of a technological marvel radio. Characters and
stories were fired by one's own ImagInation, since there were no pictures
to explain and ,how and Interpret
for you. You had to Invent it yourself.
"Radio Days" is Woody Allen's
nostalgic toast to America of the
early I940s, when television was a
distant dream no more believable
than the adventures of comic-book
superheroes. It is a warm, heartfelt
chronicle about a lost era when life
somehow moved more slowly, people rode trains, and everyone wore
hats.
The film also reaffirms Allen's status as America's premier active
auteur. While "Radio Days" is not as
great a picture as "Manhattan" or
" Hannah and Her Sisters," It weaves
a thoroughly entertaining story together with Allen's trademark social
commentary.
That juxtaposition is probably the
movie's greatest shortcoming. Allen
mixes two very different tonics and

ac
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the result has a bitter aftertaste.
There's the funny, tragic, but familiar tale of a canary-voiced cigarette
girl, Sally White (Mia Farrow), who
works at a posh Manhattan club
frequented by broadcasting stars and
dreams of starring in her own show.
She eventually gets a break and
enters this unreal world of continuously popping champagne corks and
forever-swinging big band music,
giving evidence of the miracles radiO
can work.
There's the hilarious but openended story of a lower-middle-class
family, a mishmash of misfits and
malcontents who pass the long hours
In their Rockaway Beach neighborhood by listening to an endless
stream of radiO programs. Their
story is a disjointed series of vignettes, depicting a wholesome,
deeply troubled family that escapes
from Its problems by cultivating a
rich fantasy life. Son Joe (Seth
Green) models his adventures after
the Masked Avenger, craving excitement and escape from his neighborhood. An unmarried aunt longs to
meet an ever-elusive spouse. Joe's
father invents a series of get-rich
schemes designed to bring him the
success he never had, while his wife
langUishes In the memory of her first
courtship.

w
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These are universal themes, certainly, but they are unlike any which
Allen has given us before. He sho"s
us With uncanny skill both the wonders and mlsenes that radio (and, by
analogy, all art) inspired: while radio
programs enriched and bnghtened
the lives of a select fe", the same
programs disheartened others, sho,,ing them the utter bleakness of their
lives.
Although Allen wrote, directed.
and narrated the film, he does not
appear in it He is present autobiOgraphically In the familiar form of
Joe, the bright, mischevlOus child
rejected by hiS parents and forced to
endure tiresome religiOUS indoctrination. But gone IS hiS familiar paranoia and obsession with death, condemnation, sin, and failure . making
Joe a much more mello", likable
version of Allen than prevIOus incarnations have been.
With "Radio Days" Allen makes
duly-owed obeisance to the one quintessentially American art form that
he has ignored until no" Allen is
well-known for hiS chroniC distaste
for teleVision (principally through
the cynical view of the studio system
seen by Ike in "Manhattan") and his
cherished reverence for the other
arts. Previously we have seen nostalgic looks at the movies ("Stardust

by Mike Kanellos
Guest Columnist

"A Must See"-Rex Reed. Village Voice
"A Fbsh Production. it certamll'
Is"-Robill Leach
"Brilliant. Smart. Dazzling.
Exctling"-Roget's T1,esuurus
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Memones"), the theatre ("Broad"ay
Danny Rose"). ne"sreel reportage
("Zelig"). as well as homage to great
artists of the past (Bergman in "Interiors," Tolstoy in "Love And Death").
Casting has al"ays been Allen's
strength, espeCially in his films shot
In and around ｾ･Ｂ＠
York. The supporting cast here includes many veterans of previous Allen films, including Tony Roberts, Diane Keaton .
Danny Aiello. and Jeff Daniels. The
cast of lead players ｩｾ＠ highlighted by
Michael Tucker as Father. Josh
Mostel as the portly fish-fancier
Uncle Abe, and an exquisne portrayal of desperate Aunt Bea by

Dianne Wiest.
Production Designer Santo I.oquasto and Director of Photography
Carlo dl Palma stand out among the
cre,,; their combined work i" particularly memorable In scene" set In the
cluttered yet COlY family home and
on the roof above the Manhattan
nightclub. where mOVIng billboards
and neon signs create an alien but
exciting atmo'phere .
"RadiO Days" gives us nch contra,t but a unified theme. Allen's
artistic vision IS clear and a, ,ibrant
as e,er; It's Just too bad he only manages to make one film like this every
year. High/I recommended.
•

Law Revue Players Fueled For Fun

Of course, they are all talking

QUALITY SERVI CE

Dianne Wiest (right) wins big on a radio game show hosted by
Tony Roberts In Woody Allen's "Radio Days".

about the Hastings Law Revue: that
antic spoof-fest and dance pany
"I've worked in theatre all my
hfe," ｾ｡ｩ､＠
a tearful Gary Weisburg,
working With you kids IS
'87, ｾ｡ｮ､＠
surely the highlight. Thank you."
Essentially, 20-30 students perform t"o hours of humorous and
sometimes offensive skits, while professors. most notably Dave Levine
and Brian Gray, pop up on stage In
cameo roles. Follo"lng the play, a
couple of student bands crank out
surf music and motown to the hopPin' and boppin' cro"d The whole
evening costs SS. lasts four hours.
and ta kes about 28 beers to get
through . Bargain, If you ask me.
"I enjoyed being one of the directors last year: remind me never to do
It again," said Beth Pierce, '87.
Yes. there IS a dark, smelly underSide to all thl\. Anyone Involved "lth
the production "ill tell you they
ne,er expected it to come off.
First. the mechanics of the problem are astounding. While every law
school puts on a sho", Hastings is
tWIce as large as most law schools.
We're talking about Jamming 800
noisy people in the Loul B. 'I.1ayer
Lounge. a rOom more acoustically
SUited for a h,cstock auction than
theater. Professional sound eqUIpment. curtains. stage lights, and video
eqUipment must be rented . Another
perennial problem is figuring out a
way to dISpense the contents of IS
kegs in a safe manner. Even ",th
SI400 from ASH , the show only
breaks even. And they said Altamont "as tough.
Then, of course. we have the

actors Watch for technical ｭｬｳｴ｡ｫ･ｾＮ＠
People walk in and out of the ｾｰｯｴﾭ
light . They also constantly forget to
speak directly into the microphone.
They fade In and out hke they're
drowning In a vat of Jello. To be
heard. you almost have eat the mike.
Two years ago, one blitzed fir t-year
couldn't find his mike and yelled at
the audience. No one heard him .
They closed the curtain early. H,s
torts professor, who was in the skit,
never forgave him .
"The ｧｲ･｡ｴｾ＠
problem. though , IS
writing and rehearsing." said Tim
O'Brien '88, thiS year' director
While the "riters claim they "ork In
the fall, nothing i\ "ritten untlll'ebruary: When the script IS completed ,
the actors, "nters, and directors
hold informal rehearsal . "here they
re"nte the entire script. Surprisingly;
It'S amiable at thIS point.
Throughout 'I.1arch. the crew
members hash over hnes In Herrington's or the Commons, pound a few
cocktails. and rehearse. Yeah. people
tare at you like you're cruy.
Panic really only ｢･ｧｩｮｾ＠
the "eek
before the show, "hen the actors
and cre" realize that nothing IS
ready yet. Then comes Armageddon : formal rehearsal .
Remember the end of ｾｔｨ･＠
Deer
Hunter" "hen Robert DeNiro
wahze through a bombed , chaotic
Saigon? Same thing. Suddenly, once
placid la" students turn IntO Conan
the Barbarian. Friends become bitter enemies over the phrasing of a
line. I almost got punched out by a
rather large bass player after I told
Continued on pi" II
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EDITORIAL
GSL INCREASE: A MISGUIDED Penned From The Pig-Stye
RESPONSE TO STUDENT NEED
The Reagan Administration recently announced that it is increasing
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) limits for graduate students to 57,500
from 55,000. This is interesting news coming from an Administration
which for six years has generally showed contempt for students of all
interests and ages, taking every available opportunity to cut funding for
public and private education at all levels. Secretary of Education William
Bennett has even suggested that American college students would have no
trouble financing their educations if only they would sacrifice their
"stereos, cars and vacations at the beach." But even if a student could
forsake all such luxuries, he still might not be able to finance four years at
a private institution of any reputation.
The answer seems to be bigger loans. But the present default rate
among some college graduates is staggering: it is 25 percent for California
trade school graduates. The beleaguered Reagan Administration needed
a convenient public relations coup, and what could be better than a 5650
million capital injection in the form of interest guarantees for "needy"
students?
The idea looks good on its face, but a deeper look paints a harsher
picture. The Administration tells the voting public that because students
are the primary beneficiaries of education, taxpayers should shoulder
most ofthe burden. Then, setting aside large sums of money in the form of
interest guarantees, it authorizes the private sector to make "need-based
loans" to students. This way educational bills get paid, the government
gets to "shift the burden," and the average student doesn't have to feel as
though he's paying for something he's not getting. But the whole scheme is
just another instance of gross myopia disguised as common sense.
The real beneficiary isn't the student; it's Wells Fargo, Chemical Bank
and Chase Manhattan. These mega-financial institutions get to make
risk-free loans at a minimal cost known as an "administrative fee," and
then sit back and earn a fat interest profit. If a student defaults, Washington simply issues a check.
The ones suffering aren't the wealthy students whose stereos, cars and
beach vacations were once at risk; the 5650 million is the same money that
was earmarked a few years ago for direct grants to students who don't
have stereos, cars or vacations. These direct grants have been slashed and
replaced by "burden-shifting" designed to create massive profits for
banks.
The Administration's move doesn't represent any change of heart; the
government is merely clamping down harder. The shift of the responsibility means that local sources must take up the slack. Hastings and every
school, to survive and to preserve access to a diverse group of students,
must increase funds disbursed through private need-based scholarships
and grants.
If this means the compromise of other activities and interests, so be it.
The current loan policy of the Reagan Administration demands such
sacrifices.
•

Letters To The Editor
LEOP Supported
To the Editor:
I a m not writing to add to the
rather thoughtful debate in your
co lumns co nce rn ing Affi rmati ve
Action in higher educa tio n in genera l and the Hastings Legal Education Opportunity Progra m in particula r. The Administration is awa re
of the points made and we are familiar with the issues. My purpose in
wnting is si mply to sta te a rea ffirmation of our commitment.
For man y years, the College has
supported a n active Affi rma ti ve
Action progra m. That support runs
thro ugh the faculty, the AdministratIOn a nd the Board ; a nd it is not
und er review. The faculty does co nsta ntly monit or the process by which
the progra m IS adm inistered a nd
they will continue to work to make
that process more eq UIta ble a nd
efficaCIOUs.
I belIeve we all look forward to the
day when no ne of th is will be necessary or releva nt . Until t hat ti me
comes. we will contInue to do what

we know is right a nd in the best
interest of us all.
Bert S. Prunty
Dean

Class Council
Responds
To The Editor:
Recently the process for choosing the third year
speaker has received criticism from
some students here, most notably
" Pat Evarso n," one of your columnists.
Eva rson harshly criticized the process as being political and devised to
leave out many stud ents who may be
considered good choices for spea ker.
She even implied that members of
the Council may have devised the
process to further their own perso nal
goals.
As a member of the Third Year
Co uncil , I take perso nal offe nse at
this unfair attack. We devised the
nominatio n system with the sole
intent of enco uraging max Imum partiCIpatio n. T he pu rpose of the se lf-

BLOOD AND INSANITY

By DA VID DANIELS
Editor-in-Chief

will exercise a greater degree of care
in future .

I did not donate blood during the
recent blood drive. In retrospect I
rather wish that I had , but I wasn't
feeling well on the day; and , even at
the best of times, I tend to faint at the
sight of my own blood. That, I suppose, is a damning admission for a
naval officer to make . Of course, the
fact that my naval career is not likely
to bring me into contact with anything more dangerous than a paper
clip does help to keep things in
perspective.
But I digress. As reported on another page of this newspaper, blood
donors during the recent drive were
treated to the screening of a film
belonging to the genre - if there is
such a genre-<Jf homosexual pornography. I say that I wish that I had
been there and that is not to imply an
interest on my part in the achievements of homosexual cinema. I am
simply rather disgruntled that such
a perfect occasion for the expression
of moral outrage passed me by. Any
protest that I now make will be seen
as the product of second-hand information and will lose credibility as a
result. Naturally that will not stop
me.
Surely it is no exaggeration to say
that the public display of this film
was an inexcusably offensive act and
one which should never be repeated.
Let us hope that those who sponsored the recent blood drive (including Health Services, ASH, the Health
Law Society, Gay Law Students
Association and Lesbians In Law)

That is about all the moral indignation I can muster. Actually, when I
first heard what had happened I
nearly died laughing. One might
question , nonetheless, the integrity
of the AIDS Foundation for producing and distributing such films. Surely the purposes of education can be
served without resort to pornography.

nomination procedure was to ensure
that everyone who wants to be
speaker has a chance to be considered. When some students expressed
dissatisfaction with this system, the
process was expanded to include a
procedure for students to nominate
other students. The purpose of allowing nominees to write personal statements was to make the election more
than a mere popularity contest,
where the students with the most
name recognition would get the most
votes.
Evarson's contention that the process was tailored to meet Council
Members' personal goals is most
insulting. The majority of Council
members have no desire to run for
class speaker and those who do are
not participating in the electionpla nning proccss. We did not run for
the Council because we are "glory
hounds." The Council has spent
co untless hours in weekly meetings
pla nning co mmencement , fundraisers and the third year party.
Most students who participate in
school activities, be they political ,
law oriented or socia l groups do so

* ••••

If I were to propose that half of
Hastings' critics were insane, you
might not believe me. Bearing in
mind, however, that "Hastings' critics" is a group composed of Assemblyman Art Agnos and Hastings
Alumnus Gary Coutin, the proposition becomes eminently more
credible.
Readers of The Recorder are no
doubt familiar with Mr. Coutin's
absurd attacks upon this school.
Unfortunately, the very fact that his
antics have received front-page treatment in that newspaper may cause
some readers to take his criticisms
seriously. In order to maintain perspective, it should be remembered
that Mr. Coutin has threatened the
lives, not only of Hastings administrators, but of the judges who inevitably and repeatedly ruled against
him in his inane and irresponsible
lawsuits against the school. In my
opinion (and I emphasize that it is
my opinion lest the litigious Mr.
Coutin attempt to squeeze blood out
of this particular turnip) Mr. Gary

primarily because they see a need
that they can fill and not for the
limited resume value or publicity
they receive from it. The Third Year
Council is no exception.
Ellen Bell
Co-Chairperson, Third Year Council

Student on
Board of Trustees
To the Editor:
The current controversy over the
actions of the Board of Directors
and the series of articles in the Hastings Law News has led me to believe
that the only possible way to prevent
a reoccurrence of the possible improprieties is to allow students permanent access to the Board.
It IS time that the Hastings Board
(jf Directors have two statutorily
created voting student members .
I am aware that the University of
California Board of Regents has a
statutorily created student member
position. However, students at Unt-

Coutin is a menace to society and a
disgrace to the legal profession.

•••••

Now that I have been nominated
to be Third-Year Class Commencement Speaker, I suppose that the
Law News will have to drop its plans
to endorse one of the candidiates.
Certain pleasures must be sacrificed
upon the altar of popUlarity.
Do not misunderstand me. I regard my winning the election as
somewhat less likely than finding a
parking place in Chinatown-on
New Year's Day-in the Year of the
Dragon. I accepted the nomination
only because I believe that whoever
nominated me should at least have
the opportunity to vote for me as
well. Also I decided that, given the
choice, I would rather speak than be
•
spoken to.

NOTICE
The Hastings Law News is
accepting applications for the
1987-88 editorial board. Positions
available include Managing Editor
and Copy Editor.
Request an application at the Law
News office, Room B-27, 198
McAllister.

versity of California, Hastings College of the Law do not benefit from
this student representative because
Hastings students cannot apply for
the position and the Hastings Board
of Directors has autonomy distinct
from the U.c. Board of Regents.
The lack of student members on
the Board for a one or two year term
seems quite strange when seen in the
light of a California public policy
favoring student representation.
There are student members on local
school boards, the State Board of
Education has a student member.
the California State University System has student representatives. the
Board of Regents has a student
member. the Student Aid Commission has two student members and
the California Postsecondary Education Commission has at least seven
student representatives. Californta
public policy should be consistent
throughout all institutions of higher
education by allowing students the
nght of representation on educational policy boards. There IS no
valid reason why Hastings' students
Continued on page 7
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OPINION
Honi Soit Qui Mal y Pense!

Hastings Lucky To Get Raven As Speaker
B y G E R AL D T O MASSIAN
News E dit o r
It seems that once again Hastings
has received manna from heaven.
Just when the Administration's worst
fea r of having former Chief Justice
Bird appear posthumously, the ABA
chose San Franciscan, Bob Raven,
as its President. Fortunately for Hastings, he has kindly accepted a typi-

cally late invitation to be our commencement speaker. Mr. Raven is a
fine choice and will surely make an
excellent presentation.
However, it must be said that Mr.
Raven was not on the list given to
the Board of Directors by the ThlrdYear Class CouncIl. Let no one be
mistaken, this third-year is very

pleased with our speaker choice. But
regretfully, I have to say I told you
so. The system as it was intended did
not work. Student Input into the
selectIOn process turned out to be
virtually nil. We went through all the
motions; members of the council put
in long hours all for naught. As it
turned out, the Speaker was selected
arbitrarily by the AdmInistration .

Dissenting Opinion

Trustees Can't Be Trusted
B y P A T EVA R S O N
C olumnist
The Law News reported in ItS last
issue that a final Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) covering the
West Block properties would soon
be presented to the Hastings Board
of Directors, and that a public hearing wo uld then be held. The initial
EI R was released last spring and I,
a long wit h many other Hastings
students, attended the public hearing that followed.
We were all surpnsed to ｾ･＠
only
o ne member of the Board seated on
the pod iu m in the front of Room B.
Havi ng attended many public hearings in the past, I was quite surprised
by the absence of the full Board. It
appeared as if the Board members
had elected to video tape the proceedings and view them later at their
convenience.
One third-year Hastings student
spoke, inquiring as to what would be
done with the tape, and ifit would be
viewed by the Board as a whole. The
scapegoat Board representative sourly replied that the Board would
indeed view the "tape."
Afterthe heanng, a friend of mine
engaged some of the technical ｾｴ｡ｦ＠
In conversation and discovered, to
our collective amazement. that the
hearing was not being videotaped
for viewIng at a later date. It was
being cabled directly across the street
into the Board Room. The absent
Board members were sittIng In their
protected sanctuary. Insulated from
the criticisms beIng directed at them.
watching the proceedings live. on
television.
The presence of the one member
deceived us all. a deception that

became an express misrepresentation when the member ｰｲ･ｾｮｴ＠
was
directly questioned about the other
members' absence and said that the
"tape" would be Viewed. This is Just
another example of the arrogance of
the HastIngs' Board and the contempt with which they hold the
public.
If the Board makes a similar attempt to evade their role at this
spring's public hearing, I would not
be surprised if the hearing were
spontaneously moved to the Board
Room

ｌｅｔｒ

ｓ ｾ
Continued from page 6
should be left unrepresented . The
anomaly of no student representatives on the Board of Directors
should end. It is time for students to
take their rightful pOSition on the
Board.
Further support for the creation
of student representative positions
ca n be seen in the ｰ｡ｾｴ＠
misguided
actlOm the Hastings Board of Directors pursued by placing 50.6C7( of

•••••
I n last Issue's article on the West
Block expansion, I was surpnsed to
learn that a plaza planned to be connected with our cafeteria is to be
named after PatriCia Dolter, Dean
Prunty's executive assistant. While I
do not wish to detract from any aesthetic contributions which Dolter
has brought to the plan, I do question the decislonto name the plaza
after her. Goiter's name ｫ･ｰｾ＠
cropping up in questionable contexts.
Not wanting to ｾｩｮｫ＠
to the depth of.
say. a Herb Caen column. I will
avoid the specifics and simply suggest that there are ample name>.
available that would make mOle
appropnate memorials. How about
the Clara Folt? Pla?a or the Nelson
Mandela Plaza? How about some
student Input?

•••••
Gerald ｔｯｭ｡ｳｾＱＳｮＧ＠
attack on
Richard akal, LEOP's Director.
was uncalled for and rather misleadIng. Tomassian states that when he
first cheduled the akai Interview.
he did not know the content of the
LEOP-bashing edltonal. It is slgnifi-

cant that he did not deny he knew
the LEOP editOrial was scheduled
for publication an hour before he
attempted to Interview SakaI. He
also knew the anti-LEOP biases of
the editorial commentator. H is statement that he did not know the editorial's content reeks of intentional
ignorance, at best, and is a poor
excuse for attempting to manipulate
Sakal.
Tomasslan's plan to interview
Sakal before the LEOP Director
became aware of the editOrial failed
when Sakai was forced to postpone
the interview because of scheduling
conflicts. Once aware of the unfair
editorial, Sakal refused to reschedule the Interview. Tomasslan asserts
that Sakal owes him an Interview by
virtue of the Director's status as an
employee of Hastings. Perhaps Tomassian has been spouting the administratlOn's line for so long he now
thInks he IS the admInIStration .
GIVen the Law ews' track record
on "objective" reporting. and Its maOlpulative scheduling of the interview in particular. I think Sakai was
wise to avoid the Interview . leavIng it
to the letters column to set the record
straight
•••••
The Third Year Council has taken
the imtIatlve In developing a compromise process for chOOSIng the
Commencement student speaker.
My last column was published the
day after the new procedure wa
announced In the Weekly. Wnting
columns to be published weeks later
IS always a problem, and I apologize
for the unnecessary criticism The
Council's prompt reaction to cntlcism of the ongInal plan was admirable.
•

'l, ow that he IS not runmng for Pre,ident. I suppose there is no reason
for him to campaign in California
Of course if we want real entenaInment we can alway go for the big
banana himself David Bon70
Daniels. This however "ill probably
be unnecessary With hIS election as
student speaker pend 109.

• ••

It has been brought to my attention that some students are unhapp}
with the Iibrary's decision to beglO
enforCIng ItS no food policy. Their
timIng could not have been better.
With the warm spnng weather upon
us. we should all welcome the fact
that we won't have to smell someone
else's tuna sandwich while studying
10 the library. BeSides It would do
many of us some good to get out of
the stacks for some fresh air and
lunch . I would hope that there are
few among us that are so compUlsive
as to view a fifteen minute break
from ;tudying as out of the question.

Some of the potential speakers
probably would have accepted had
the College pursued the matter further I realize that many of us conSider ours to be the Cosby Letterman generation and it is fashionable
to like their shows . But both these
gentlemen asked for exorbitant fees;
Letterman, for example. requires
upwards of $20.000 for hiS appearance which IS ridiculous when we
can watch him throw stereos off the
tops of buildings for free on television Clearly; Hasttngs should not
wa,te Its valuable resources on hlghpnced television stars who could
contribute no more than a joke or
two to our commencement. If its
laugh, we want. wouldn't it be cheaper to hire ZiPPY and get the - Monkey Cam - roIling. SpeakIng of
which the highly acclaimed Mario
Cuomo waited three months to actually give us a decisive response

...

I hope that everyone is gettIng
psyched for the Third-Year CIa"
Party. Wingard and Company deserve our utmost thank, for their
effort and creatlvtty. DV81s going to
be renamed Thunderdome after
we're through With it. We should also
thank Dean Prunty for his well over
four-figure contribution to the Party
fund. I thtnk we would be hard
pre,sed to find another Dean who
would be so generous with money
•
from ｨｩｾ＠ own pocket.

David Daniels
Editor-in-Chief
David Winton
Copy Editor

Chris Palermo
Managing Editor
ｾｴ｜ｯ＠

Editor

........................................ (;trald Toma',i.n

Ftatur", Editor . . . . .. . . . ..............•. . •...• ,\-lich..1 Bollard
Photognph)
. . .... . . .
........ _ . .. . Brian Condon
Drt .. Btndon
Bob ｾ＠ .nbournt
Produchon .,
FDITORI ,\L POlICY ST,\T!\I[' J
I he Ha lings L"" ' e" I' pubh hod monlhl) h) Ihe Mudent of Ha I·
109 College of Ihe I a"
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ｾ＠

their trust funds in real ｾｴ｡･＠
while
the V.c. Regents shun real ･ｾｴ｡＠
Investment by keeping only I 9% of
their endowment In real estate. In
light of t he current problem at
HastIngs with the State Attorney
General's Office inve ·tigating pOS!ble breach of trust \iolation in connection with a purcha>e of real estate
during the 1970·s. there is no better
time to statutonly create student
watchdog pOSitions on the HastIngs

The main problem is that 1m Itations were extended at least four
months too late. Those who are
unhappy With our chOice should not
critici7e the Third Year Class Council. They dutifully presented the
Class' selection, to the AdmlOlstratlon and tnvitatloo> were extended
without one being accepted . Hopefully. the CIass of 1988 has already
started working towards the selection of ItS speaker; It may not be ,0
fortunate as to find a qualified
speaker just two months before
graduation.

ｮｾｬＡ･､＠

cdllonal represent d consen\u of opInion l,:! (he EditOrial

B,1ard The) do nol ncccssJI) repr... nt Ihe opm on of mC::,,,dual ｭ･ｾＢ＠
of the La" '\ e" tafT I he ｾＺ､ｬｴｯｮ｡＠
Board con 1St ollhe Id,lor-IO-<hlef.
the \l anagmg [J .. , and t"e COPI I.dJlor
Board
to
I strongly urge my cia ｭ｡ｴｾ＠
wnte. call or \ i,it State Senator \,1 ilton Marks or Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown to encourage them to
introduC(: legislation that "ill amend
ectlon 92204 and 92207 of the
California Education code to allow
for two full voting student member
on the Hastings Board of Director .
Craig S. Bloom
-Kond Year Student

Igned opInion

ｲｴｬｃｾ＠

rcpresc'l'It Ihe oplmon of the IOdl\,dua "'-Titer

onl) and nOI necessanl' that <.fthe La" e". the Ed,tonal Board. oran)
. tafT member
The La" '\e" does not renectthe \1e" of the admm15t:a' .,.Iocult) or
Board of O"ecto" ,.f II. In" (ulle, c of the I" .. unl '0 I.ted The
College a nbcs to the pnn<Iple of (reedom of upr Ion for 11 .Iudent
edllO"

Quest on and comment about ad\( tl I g l r edltonal <onlen! .hould
be directed to lI ...t ｮｾ＠
La" e". HJ ｴＢｾ＠
College of ｴｾ･＠
I.". 200
\kAI. ter Slreet San ｾ＠ ranl "'0. C'\ 94102
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OPINION
Sand inistas Are A Tool of Soviet IInperialism
by FLETCHER ALFORD
Guest Columnist
Those prolocutors of the hackneyed collegiate political agenda
have served us with yet another fallacious political imperative: the Nicaraguan government, they tell us, is
the embodiment of its people's popular will ; and, as such, its only domestic opponents are "America nsponsored thugs." The Sandinistas,
we are assured, desire freedom for
their people and harmonious relations with the United States. The one
barrier to the realization of these
goals is, we are told, the Reagan
administration's "reactionary, a rchaic Cold War mentality."
As an emotional, gut-level moral
appeal, this argument carries a certain persuasion, but such an argument is inherently misleading. When
one allows moral passions to become
inflamed before having first dispassionaltely analyzed the issue at hand,
he sacrifices a clear understanding of
the facts on the altar of a imprudently devised moral crusade. To
avoid becoming so many Don Quixotes , slashing away at imagined
moral foes, we must first examine
the facts on the Nicaragua issue and
then let those facts dictate the level of

our indignation.
We are told that the coolness with
which the United States received the
SandiOlsta regime forced it to look
increasingly toward the Soviet Union
as its model and aide. This is a
revived version of the old "We pushed
Castro into the arms of the Soviets"
argument. It was a poor argument
back then, and it remains so today.
Recent biographical and historical
documentation clearly reveals that
Castro "jumped" into the arms of the
Soviets while we still had open diplomatic relations with Cuba - long before we could have been said to have
"pushed" him. And of course we
cannot deny that Khrushchev was
doing his share of coaxing in this
regard, eager as he was to establish a
base for international Soviet terrorism and subversion in the backyard
of the "bourgeoisie enemy".
Substantially the same is true of
Nicaragua. The United States by no
means "pushed" the Sandinistas into
the arms of Moscow. Although we
did support Somoza for quite some
time, we began asserting increasing
pressure on him to make much
needed reforms there, and when he
refused to do so we lent our support
to the Sandinista rebels.

The Contras, too often written off
as "American-sponsored thugs," in
fact rose largely out of the ranks nf
those who fought for a revolution
gone awry. The United States government and the Nicaraguan peasants had been taken in by the facade
of a purportedly popular" rebellion
in fact reigned over by Soviet agents
and fellow-travelers virtually from
the start. Unfortunately, "popular
revolution" has too often been a
third world catchword for Soviet
imperialism.
Lenin, upon his return from travel
in the West , addressed the Politburo
with the following perceptive words:
"As a result of my observation during my emigration, I must say that
the so-called cultivated elements in
Western Europe and America are
incapable of understanding the present state of things and the balance of
forces today. These elements should
be thought of as deaf and dumb and
treated accordingly."
Such "deaf-mutes" now look to
Nicaragua as a last opportunity to
bolster their waning hope for the
realization of "socialism with a
human face." They make much of
relatively meager health care and
other reforms made by the Sandinis-

tas, while conveniently ignoring the
price of such reforms.

faithfully employed by communist
regimes since the Revolution of 19 I 7.

Since taking power, the Sandinistas have waged a particularly vicious
war on all forms of religious activity
in Nicaragua . This burden has
weighed heavily upon Nicaragua's
large Roman Catholic popUlation.
The Church's threat to the Sandinista regime is unmistakable. As a
means of social support independent
of governmental control, the Church
is a barrier to the government's total
domination of every aspect of Nicaraguan life-<lomination which is
requisite to the survival of a totalitarian regime. Thus the government
has threatened, beaten and jailed
priests and paris honers. In additiC'n,
Managua's synagogues have been
forcibly closed , and most of the city's
Jews have fled.

The content of all Nicaraguan television and radio broadcasts are now
strictly monitored by the government. Newspapers which do not
faithfully regurgitate government
propaganda have been banned. The
government has granted itself the
power to engage in random and
warrantless searches of homes, mail,
and other personal effects. This
"workers' state" has banned all labor
union activity and the rights of its
people to freely speak and assemble.
These facts are conspicuously absent
from the glossy renditions of Nicaraguan life put forth by so many
among us.

Religious institutions have not
been the sole object of Sandinista
attack. In fact, the Sandinista regime
has relentlessly sought to establish a
choke hold on all institutions in Nicaragua which provide information
and means of social support apart
form the government-a method
perfected by Lenin and Stalin and

True, we should not become so
moved by fear of communism that
we readily ally ourselves with any
and all who oppose it. Similarly,
however, we must not become so
misty-eyed over the fabled prospect
of sociali,t egalitarianism as to be
blind to the very real and salient evils
that have been perpetrated by communist regimes in the past and those
which are presently being perpetrated
in Nicaragua .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Man About Town

Rock, Punk, Jazz- Dance Clubs Have It All
By ｍｉｃｈａｾｌ＠
BOLLARD
Features Editor

As the old saying goes, "Who the
hell wants to do laundry on a day
like that anyhow?" Man About Town
has just about had it with being
sober in the new year: it leaves a bad
taste In ou r mo uth. But short of falling completely off our wagon and
risking the possibility ofre-offending
some of our detractors, we've decided to help out with answers to
that oft-posed query: "where shall
we go dancingT' And if there happens to be liquor there . .. well then,
there's a there there.
I. Bajones
1062 ValenCIa
If you lIke l1amenco dancers (and
who doesn't) we think you just mIght
lIke thIs place The music is ja71 and
South American rhythms with lIve
salsa on Thursday nights. At $4
cover, Bajones is well worth your
money

2. Baybrick Inn
1190 Folsom
Also known as Clemintina's, thIS
lesbian dance bar has become a real
hot spot after a long history of just
being hot. Female strippers appear
Thursday nights, but guys, you won't
be let In . The Baybrick has one of the
best dance 1100rs and DJs around
right now.
3. Club DV8
55 Natoma
Well, we'd better not gIve this
place a bad review SInce the ThIrd
Year Class Party WIll be there, but
frankly it has Its good nIghts and its
bad nights. When the full bar is
o pen , it is about the best place in San
FranCISco nght now, definately
South of Market, and should be an
example to Its rather sorry competItIon. Too many private parties that
close off half or more of the bar can
be a serious fun-downer, though, as
the downstairs tends to be loud and
not terribly comfortable. Best to call
and check before facing the lines and
doorman .
4. Club 181
lSI Eddy
We've said it before, we'll say It
agaIn, Club 181 is truly ongInal One
of the last remaInIng dance bars In
the hIstoric "Valley of the Queens,"
the club boasts everythIng your parent s warned you of when you came
to San FranCISco. Highly recommended.
5. Dick's at the Beach
1396 La Playa
To tell the truth, we've never been
to this place, but the Idea is Just SO
appealing that we won't make you
wait to hear about it until we have
had a free mInute. Way out at the
beach, no CO\'er charge, lI\e jan on
Sundays, music of the 20's and 30\
on Saturdays, . Need we say more?
6. DNA Lounge
375 11th Street
Another of the "SoMa" crowd,
D"IA hasn't quite been what we had

hoped. This is not to say that you
can't have a great time there dancing
to tunes by the Beastie Boys: but
black lights? DespIte our opInIon
th a t 't'
. t not a II t h ere, t h e, people
I s JUS
who say that they love It can t really
be argued with. So put on your
whites and check it out. Good luck
with the doorperson gate keeper.
7. The End-Up
401 6th St ree t
The End-Up is just about the last
of the South of Market gay dance
bars, and despite its location , you
won't find much leather here, although the monthly Jock-strap contest may be too much for the squeemish. Generally, this is kind of a cozy
place with plenty of room, except on
the dance 1100r.
8. Esta Noche
3079 16th Street
Esta Noche IS a quiet, LatIno, gay
bar where not much dancing happens
most nIghts. The music, as can be
expected, IS salsa and Latino and the
dance 1100r IS plenty big enough.
Recommended by at least one HastIngs' person that we know of
9. Full Moon Saloon
1725 HaIght
ThIS club has faIrly reJuvInated
the HaIght as a place to go to hear
musIc and find culture. The growth
has been rapId with some good

12. The I-Beam
1748 Haight
[f Stalin ran the U.S., all dance
places would be like the I-Beam:
never has one place offered so much
to so many. With the skill of a circus
master, t h e I- Bearn manages to make
a different crowd have fun in Its
sweaty Intenor each night of the
week, with only infrequent, however
fatal, overlaps. Still, there's a lot to
be saId for sweaty interiors WIth the
nght people, and you won't find a
better dance 1100r as far as we're
concerned .
11 Last Day Saloon
406 Clement
AgaIn. we're talkIng about a place
where the fun depends on ho\\o good
the band IS. The price can be high.
the dance /1oor is small and can get
cro\\oded, but If you get there on a
good night with a good band It can
be a lot of fun. The crowd tends to be
or IS It DI'IlK these
qUIte ｹｵｰｾ＠
days'
14. Mabuhay Gardens
433 Broadway
Like raggae punk1 Want to get
your face kicked by someone you
can later sue if he becomes famous?
LIke to hob-nob with a lot of fake
I Ds1 We cannot, nor can anyone, say
that the "Fab Mab" is anything like
It used to be when Jello Biafra
launched his campaIgn for mayor

t

.i

bands appeanng and moderate cover
charges. How good the dancing is
depends on the band, of course, but
chances are that you'll do ok here,
10. Grant and Green
Grant Street at Green
Th" place has been described as a
"weIrd" spot which has a loud blues
juke bo, which can be a lot of fun
WIth a good crowd . We can't add
rlUch to that.
II. Hotel Ltah
Fourth Street at Bry ant
We wandered in here one ;\ew Year>
thinking that It was "Ju t a bar" and
have never been .0 surpmed, The
dance 1100r is ,mall to non-eXlStant
and w hen the band plays It IS loud,
but you probably won't have more
fun. "-Ind of w hat you'd e'pect from
"BerlIn by the Bay:

15. ;\ight brea I.
1821 Haight
The last time that we "ere In
:\ightbreak, It hIt us about the same
"ay that !'iine hit us the last time we
"ere there; a lot of rich kids with
spray-on punk . Later report, are
that n has gotten better, But" Ith a
dance /1oor the SIze of a soda cracker,
a place squeezed bet"een a candy
store and a po t office can't have
gone very far.
16. :\ine
:-.'inth at Hamson
Remember the haunted house that
you made as a high chool sophomore for Youth for Chn t7 Turn It
into a disco performance art motel
and you ha\e , ·Ine. We ha\en't een

J'

•
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such bad performances since the
Three Amlgoss. Highly recommended for unpopUlar, unattractive burbles who think that they're part of
the SoMa scene.
17 OasIs
278 11th Street
We hate to pan t"o spots in a ro",
but here goes
.A lot of people
like the Oasis, danCIng on ,wimmIng
pools and talk 109 to people who
think theIr commuttng tIme 15 worthy
of Beaudelaire's poetry. \\c don't. In
fact we kno" of \er) fe\\ people who
do . But then "ho are "e to knock
any place that has a doorman and
"hich is al"ays full'

after a concert one night, but you
mIght like it. Don't count on It.

ｾＯｬＮ＠

18. The Palladium
1031 Kearn\
A lot of people go here to dance.
That can be good , and sometimes It'S
really great. And ,omettme It ISn·t.
1 he PalladIum has sho"n us a lot of
good times , espeCIally "hen It'S late
or "hen we can't agree on "here 10
go. The something for e\ery'one atmosphere 15 perhaps the best thIng
about the PalladIUm and definately
keeps It up there on the list of places
to go,
19. The PhoenIX
482 Castro
A [ot of people are afraId to go
into the Phoeni, Perhap "Ith good
reason. On the other hand,the drin
are strong, the danCIng is hot and the
women are pretty, e\ en If they are
men,
20, Pierce Street Anne
3 I3 Fillmore
If you've a["ay \\anted to ask

'.J

someone's sIgn or try to see "hat
reall)' went on at Henry Africa's (did
anything?) but you lIke to dance. this
might just be the place for you. Right
In the heart of the Triangle we're
talking yuppie and crowded and
pickup Cll)" The mUSIc can be
｣ｨ｡ｮ･Ｍｹｾ＠
but the co\'er is 10" and
ask yourself: do you really care"
21. Rockln' Robms
1840 Haight
There\ never any co\er at Roc kin'
RobInS and the music is al"ay, earl)
rock & roll. If )OU "ant to ha\'c fun
"nh a touch of nostalgIa, but not too
much, we "ould recommend this
place but Just a qUIckly point out
that It 1>n't for every'one. rhe dancc
1100r is gIant though .

22. Silhouettes
155 Jeftef\on
A step slIghtly further mto the paM,
Silhouettes features 50\ and 60's
musIc In a sock hop sctung, 1 here
are t\\O dance 1100<' and no co\cr
charge, "hich makes It a perfect
place as far a. ",e're concerned The
crowd tend to be busIness-yon
"eekdays but IS ntcely mIxed on the
"eekcnds, Worth a try,
23. Sound of MUSIC
162 Turk
Ihou're "lllInglo go to thi bar in
the fira place, you're probably the
on "ho ,,111 [.ke It. The bands are
loud the cro"d IS hea\ y and the
place IS no bigger than a large parking pace . loe cO\er can also be high
on some ntghts, but If you're really
IOtO e,xpenmental heav) rock metal, you may lIke It.
Continued on page 11
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_Ii IIVIR
announces the

STe ｐａｾＧｒｉｃｋｓ＠

DAY

"BREAK"
. Spring Break has been or will be hard on your
wallet. So we're offering

$20.00 OFF
the California Spring discount price for all
students who enroll on March 17, 1987*.

a/so
we will be selecting 2 students to receive

FREE COURSES
from those who enroll on St. Patrick's Day
So if your bank account looks green and you fee/lucky,
see your JoSephsonlKluwer representative on
Sf. Patrick's Day.
*one day only
1987, ｊｯＬ
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Complaints Prompt Review of Exam
the Academic Dean's Office refused
to comment, referring to the issue
simply as "a personnel matter." Professor Stephen Schwarz, who was
head of the Faculty Executive Committee when it reviewed Kaplan's
actions, similarly refused to discuss
the issue.
Although apparently no disciplinary measures were imposed, the incident will likely be considered this
November when Professor Kaplan
becomes eligible for tenure. It is
Hastings' policy that if tenure is not
granted to a professor, he or she
must resign within one year.
Students in the Property class first
became suspicious when they picked
up their bluebooks on March 5 of
last year. The bluebooks had been
left, unattended, in front of Kaplan's
office. According to one student,

members of the SectIOn gathered on
the "Beach" afterwards to discuss the
exam and found It odd that there
were no marks on either the essay or
shon answer portions of the test. At
that point, students began to suspect
that those sections had not been
graded. When one man started asking his classmates for their mUltiple
choice scores and final grades, they
willingly gave hIm the information
because, according to one woman,
"the correlation was that obvious."
As the group became larger, more
people exchanged scores. "People
caught on very fast. We all stood
outside and someone decided to go
upstairs and started writing down
exam numbers and grades."
Several students went Immediately
to speak with Kaplan, who told
them that she had graded the entire
exam. There were those, however,

who dId not believe her. One panicularly distressed student confronted
Kaplan directly with her suspIcion.
According to the student, Kaplan
replied, "If your grade was based on
the multiple choice, you would have
gotten a B." "Isn't that funny," the
student qUIetly responded, "because
that's what I got."

That afternoon, a group of students met WIth Dean Bird and formally accused Kaplan of failing to
grade the essay and short answer
portions of the final exam. The students presented Bird with a list of
mUltiple choice scores and corresponding final grades. Bird examined
the data and determined that an
investigation was warranted. "The
information they gave me definitely
showed a correlation," Bird recollected.

Student Charged with Cheating
Continued from page I
severity of the offense, these options
range from what amounts to a letter

of reprimand to the lowellng of a
grade to F. suspension, or outright
dismissal from the College Once a

Law Revue a Party
Continued from page 5
him his skit stunk last year. Phil
Hayes '87, leader of "Twinkie Defense" nearly lynched Ted Laufer '88
for having the temerity and gall to
run through his skit five times before
surrendering the stage to "Twinkie
Oefense."
Formal rehearsal is held the Wednesday and Thursday nights before
the show. The cast runs through the
entire show in order. Then the bands
play their full sets. The problem is
that only one skit can rehearse at a
time. To top it off, the director runs
over each skit two or three times .
What should take three hours takes
seven. For some reason, people bring
hard liq uor on these two nights, not
just beer. No one leaves in a good
mood. You're just ornery.
"It's a ritualistic death-throe, actually" said 1986 Director Jay Monahan '87. "People vent all theIr complaints, anger and fear at formal
rehearsal. The next day; slightly
embarassed but calm, they're ready
to go."

"The system works well. A skIt
that goes too smoothly m rehearsal
usually doesn't go over that well on
stage," Monahan continued, "and a
skit that is disorganized III practice
will come off as spontaneous onstage."
Backstage is a real party. Last year
Professor Gray, wearing a wig from
Woolworth's, told lurid stories about
the faculty. Safety officer Matt Clark
'87 took beers away from people in
the audience while he was drinking
one of his own. Stage manager Sonja
Oner '88 dragged cast members from
the backstage keg to get them to
change sets. Francis the bartender
nervously paced and waited for his
cue. Curtis Herron '87 rolled jomts
out of Drum tobacco. Jim Gustavson '86 stumbled around looking for
a woman to annoy.
If you care to act III the show, or
work in any capacity, contact Tim
O'Bnen. You get m for free, ､ｲｩｮｾ＠
during the show, and meet all sorts
of weIrdos. And if you are too lazy to
•
work. just go and heckle us

S.F. Dance Clubs
Continued from page 9
24. The Stud
1535 Folsom
The Stud is that quintessentially
San Francisco bar: it's gone through
more change than a ｾｯｲｮｴｹ＠
girl at a
mixer weekend . It is, however. unlikely that you WIll ever find a bar
that's more truly mIxed . RIght now
the "mIx" tends to be prett)' gaypreppy, but on some nights the spillover from the Oasis can drasticall)
change that. The dance floor IS medium sized, but you can rarely move
after 10:00.
25. The Trocadero Transfer
520 4th Street
Who knows what's going on with
the Troc these days" Is it gay? Is it

straIght? Underage" Is II even there?
Can we still use our free passes? If it
IS there it doe have three bars and
one of the largest dance floors in
town . Plus It stays open all night
because II'S a private club, but expect
much higher admission prices be｣｡ｵｾ･＠
of that.
26. VIS Club
628 Dl\lsadero
The VIS is pretty experimentalm
music. Some like it Some hate It. It
also depenJs a lot on w hat night you
go. The crowd IS not as rough as
some expect because of its locallon.
but it may be a bit rougher than you
expect. dmission prices \aT) and
some excellent bands appear there.
but choose your night carefully •

potential case of cheating IS brought
to the attention of the Admlnlstration, the office of the Academic
Dean Invesllgates and, depending on
the findIngs, dismisses the claIm or
takes administrative aCllon. According to Dean Bird, two such mvestlgations, including the most recent one,
ha ve occurred in her two years as
Dean.
During last year's Constitutional
Law finals, for example, a proctor
found some materials III the women's
restroom. An investigation, however,
yielded insufficient evidence to proceed further.
The College has another penalty
available which comes mto effect if a
student found cheatmg attempts to
take the Bar Examinallon. At the
lime of the incident, a letter addressed to the State Bar AssociatIOn
outlining the details of the mCldent
is placed m the file of the offending
student. Since it is necessary for each
person who petitIons to take the Bar
to be certified by his . her law school
III a number of areas, including
moral character, thIS letter can prevent the student from takmg the Bar
However, these letters are never used
unless the student actually petitIons
to SIt for the Bar According to
Record s D,rector John Nichols, four
students have had such letters placed
in their files dunng his eIghteen
months on the job. As yet, non has
petitIoned to sit for the Bar.
•

Virtuosity
Continued from page 4
Overall. 8)' ,he Ught of the \foan
that Los Lobos isn't afraId to
tamper with a succ('ssful formula of
rockabllly and Tex-Mex by adding
American sounds and R&B elements . Although the album ISn't as
fun as their first two ventures. It will
allow the band to expand into other
types of music without becoming
stereoty ped as "MeXIcan pany music." I look for more good thing
from Los Lobos and hope that theIr
management has the conviction III
the band that they seem to have in
themselves .
Rating: ••••
ｳｨｯｷｾ＠

•

Although many students In the
class assened that Kaplan had neither read nor graded the essay or
shon answer sectlons,some students
did believe that Kaplan had graded
the entire examination. "When I
went to speak with her about my
exam, she remembered points I
raised and whether they were good
or not," descnbed one man . "There's
no question in my mind that she
graded mine."
These students blamed the controversy on classmates takingadvantage of the opportunity to change
their grades. "Once one person complained. people who didn't get the
grades they wanted started complalnIngandjumping on the bandwagon,"
remarked one student from the class.
Another quipped. "Who complained" Everyone that didn't get an A."
In any event , by April, Dean Bird
had obtained raw multiple chOIce
scores and final grades from 78 out
of the 96 students In the class. She
compiled a table comparing the two
figures and found that the correlatlons were exact except for three
"minor upward deviations." meanmg that three out of the 78 raw
scores corre'ponded to two grades,
although the grades dIffered by only
three-tenths of a grade point.
On March 19, 1986, Dean Bird
wrote to Kaplan requesting her raw
score sheets fortheexam, which professors customanly make In tallYing
points for an exam WIth more than
one section. Kaplan telephoned Bird,
explaining that she had left the raw
score sheets in the exam box at her
office, whIch by thIS time would have
been retneved by the Records office.
When Dean BIrd contacted the
Records Office searchmg for the
score sheets, no one could find them.
On March 26, Dean BIrd again
spoke with Kaplan, telling her that
the Records Office dId not have the
raw score sheets, and asked Kaplan
If she had any other comrutatlonal
data . Kaplan did not.
The fact that the examinations
and the raw score sheets were left
unattended in a box outside of
Kaplan's office, ･ｾｰ｣ｩ｡ｬｹ＠
while she
was on leave that semester, is a questIOnable practice in and of Itself. The
Director of Records, John :-<ichols,
commented that he had never heard
of a professor leaving examlllations
III front of his or her door.

Typically, !\:ichols saId, professoT\
forward theIr graded examinatIons
to the Records Office, which distributes them to the student upon recel\ing proper Hasllngs Identification . Occaslonall); professors retam
theIr exammations and di tnbute
them personally to the students m
class. While :"icholstated that there
is no formal pohcy on exam ､ｬｾｴｲｩ｢ｵﾭ
tlon. he expressed concern over Kaplan' handling of the exams and
score sheet, stating her actions were
done in "poor dl,crellon ."
When asked to respond, Kaplan
fiT'>t stated that the exam box was
later put inside of her office although
the office was empt: She did admit,
however, that "pan of the problem"
was putting her raw score sheets in
the unattended box. Without them.

she explained, she had no proof that
she graded the exams. "That was
wrong," she said.
i'.othwithstanding this error, KapIan pointed out that the correlation
between the multiple choice score>,
and final grades as not perfect , noting that the student with the highest
grade In the cia" rcccl\ed onil the
second-highest score on the muitiplc
chOIce. Although thi, was true. on
April2. 1986. Dean BIrd contacted a
,tat"tlcian at L C. Berkeley to Interpret the tcst score,. The ,tatlstlclan found that. according to one
scientific method,therc \\as an c\act
correlation between the multlplcchOIce score, and the final grades. a
correlation that the statistician found
"hIgh I) unusual and \er) strange."
Shortly after obtaining this informat IOn, BIrd contacted Kaplan, who
again InSISted that she graded all of
the essay and shon answer que,tiom. But this time, Kaplan funher
stated that, after reading all of the
answers. she couldn't distingUIsh
among them Since the essay cun e
was flat , ,he explained, the multIple
chOIce scores were "decisl\e." Kaplan
told Bird that he would be WIlling to
give all of the students a Pass.
Later that afternoon, Dean Bird
met WIth members of the Faculty
Executive Commlltee, whIch conSISts of a select group of faculty
members who advise the Dean on
various College matters. BIrd presented the Commlllee WIth the statistician's conclu'lOns and Kaplan's statements Kaplan never
appeared before the Commlltee. The
Committee then found that, ba ed
on the evidence, the questions were
invalid, and recommended the Pass
opllon .

While the Committee's findmgs
attacked the wntmg of the questions
rather than the grading of the answers, the repercussions for Hastmgs may be far-reaching. Although
the Academic Dean's Office would
not comment as to the Impact thIS
matter may have had on Hastings,
some students feel that it will undermine the credibIlity of profe sors as
well as Hastings' reputation . For
example, students may doubt the
leglllmacy offuture examinatIons as
well as make more challenges to
theIr final grades.
Some students speculate. however,
that this incident IS not an isolated
one They allege that other professors madequately wnte and grade
e."ay exams, perhaps even failing to
read them altogether. One reason
may be that there are no "ntten
tandards concernlllg the grading of
el<aminallons. The Academic Regulations merely requIre the professors
to conform to .. peclfic grade normahzatlOns." Thus, WIthout specific
gUIdelines, It IS po, ible that professors are improperly wrillng and gradIng exams, but they, as some ｾＱｵﾭ
dent claIm, have not yet been
caught.
As one third year student put It,
"\lany professors do not make comment on essay exams. I this [Kaplan's final exammation] an aberralion, or Just the tip of the iceberg"" •

